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“She didn’t seem like a girl at all”
She was a surprise, to say the least. On our return to the
Recon Base Camp from a long exhausting foot patrol she rated
a second glance . She was dressed in tailored utilities, wearing
a Marine utility cover and she had two Leica cameras hanging
from her neck.
It was October of 1955 and Recon Company was in the
field being nosey for G-2 on the largest landing exercise since
the Division returned from Korea. Pacific Training Exercise
56 Love (PACTRAEX56L). It was hot. The firebreaks were
covered with a six inch layer of dust ground to the consistency
of talcum powder by vehicle traffic. The fine powder covered
you, your weapons and everything you had with you and it
made your spit gritty. I think we were somewhere near Case
Springs on Camp Pendleton, but I am not sure.
Our first sight of Dickey Chapelle was startling because
even from a distance we could tell from the profile that her
small frame presented that she was different. In the short few
days that she was with us we would learn just how different she
was.
She had apparently asked Captain Finne that she be given
no special consideration during her visit. She took a lot of pictures and asked a lot of personal questions. She accompanied
us on patrols into the boondocks and she spent time with us at
observation posts during the exercise.
Several anecdotes have survived the half century that has
passed since 1955. The one that is universally remembered
recounts the assembly that was held when she departed us. We
were all gathered around the Captain’s jeep, Dickey was sitting on the hood. She told us how much she appreciated our
hospitality and thanked us for the great gourmet chow (sic).
She went on to tell us that she planned to write an article about
us…..and that she wanted to title it “The Toughest 100 Men in
America”. Captain Finne quickly interjected that he didn’t
think we were so f.@!#/?g tough. No one who remembers her
visit with us ever saw or heard of the article in print.
Bruce Axberg left the Company in 1956 and went to Adak
as an MP. He remembers running into her there and that she
recognized him. Remarkably, Bruce was also in Lebanon later
and he met her again while serving as an Ontos commander
during a standoff with the Syrians. It was a smaller world then.
Calvin Eden and HU Campbell spent most of one night
with her at an observation post during her field visit with us.
We discovered that she was a chain smoker and had a very

Dickey Chapelle in typical stance
Salty vocabulary. We talked about her cameras…….she had
Leicas which, at that time, were remarkable 35 mm cameras.
In 1961 I was asked, as part of a college entrance exam, to
write an essay on the most interesting person I had ever met.
Dickey came to mind immediately.
In 1955 we did not fully realize the stature that she had as a
writer and photographer. It was not until her tragic death that
her story was fully told.
Shortly before her last trip to Vietnam she made arrangements for her photographs and papers to be entrusted to the
Wisconsin Historical Society. They have done a marvelous job
of preserving her legacy. It can be viewed at:
http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/topics/chapelle/

(Continued on next page)
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Bruce A. Axberg

Hu, In our conversation last night you mentioned Ms
Chappelle and asked did I remember her, Oh yes, I have never
forgotten her. I wonder if any young Marines who was blessed
by her presence ever forgot her. To me, she was a young beautiful woman with more grit then some men I knew, and at that
time, I knew some damn fine men.
My first meeting with her was while I served with you
guys in Recon. The second was while I was stationed on
Adak, Alaska. She was bound for somewhere else, stopped
overnight to catch a hop the next day. I was able to get her
attention, thru the ring of Officers surrounding her (Adak did
not have many women, especially of her stature) and our Officers were all of course fine young men, all with the same
hopes and desires of true American boys (Men), sorry skipper!
She walked directly to me, much to the dismay of the Officers
and stated, I know you, you were with the Recon Unit at
Camp Pendleton. She asked the usual questions about what I
had done to get booted out of Recon and stationed on the "shit
hole of a place where we were standing."
After a few minutes, she excused herself and returned to
those fine young American men. The next time I was to meet
her was about the second day of the Lebanon operation, you
know Dickie, if it was to get "Hot" someplace she was sure to
show up. I was an "ONTOS" commander with B Co. 2nd antitank assault Bn.,., 2nd Marine Regt, 2nd Marine Div on
a "Med" Cruise when we made our landing near the Bierut
International Airport. The Army flew their folks in the next
day and we were headed to our new assignment, as we crossed
some tidal water, making a big splash, I noticed her taking our
picture. I pulled out of line and waited until she was free. I
walked over to her and when she looked up, she got a big grin
and said, "Well Sargent. at least this is a better shit hole then
the last one I saw you at." I was totally amazed that she even
remembered me. Like I said, I've never forgotten her. A couple of weeks later, Col. Hadd took my Ontos on a short drive
into the Lebanese Mountains, he brought along a D-4 Cat,
they dug a hole and buried my Ontos right up to the guns, All
the time I'm thinking, Damn its going to be hard getting that
thing out of there. The Col explained that Dickie had conned a
fighter pilot into giving her a birds eye view of Lebanon
(unauthorized), what they discovered was about 3000 Syrian
(or Russian) tanks just over the hill. Reporting this to Command resulted with me being half buried on a mountain road at
the only possible pass over the mountain. Col Hadd said, for
me not to worry about getting the Ontos out of the hole as the
tanks, if they got past me would finish putting dirt over us.
Well, since I'm writing this, Its obvious that nothing further happened.
We found out later that it was at this same time that that
Russian Prime Minister had promised our President to turn our
fleet into" flaming coffins",
I had heard that Dickie was murdered by the cong while on
a story in Nam.
(Semper Fi, Bruce ……...thanks!)

Not Bruce !

Rifle, Self Propelled, Full Tracked, Multiple 106mm
M50 and M50A1
The Ontos was a lightly-armored, tracked antitank vehicle carrying
six 106mm recoilless rifles. (Count’em) Its full nomenclature is "Rifle,
Self Propelled, Full Tracked, Multiple 106mm M50 and M50A1."
Both the M-50 and M-50A1 variants were produced for the U.S. Marine
Corps.
Ontos was used very effectively in Vietnam. During the March 1965
Battle of Hue, part of the Tet Offensive, the USMC Ontos provided direct fire to suppress enemy positions and to blow holes in the buildings
so the Marines could advance. They were also extremely useful for
providing suppressive fire and as counter-sniper weapons.
In Lebanon the Ontos played the same role.
Ontos was disliked by its crews because they had to load and fire the
recoilless rifles from an exterior, exposed position. The massive backblast also made it easy for enemy gunners to locate the Ontos.
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Bob Farmer’s lesson on the etymology of common terms in the
Marine vernacular in Reflections #11 has opened a can of
worms. So much for the Korean, Japanese and Vietnamese terms;
How about some plain English !

Thanks to Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dickey_Chapelle
(Highlight the link, press Ctrl and click)

Early life
Chapelle was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and attended Shorewood High School. By the age of sixteen, she was attending aeronautical design classes at MIT. She soon returned home, where she
worked at a local airfield, hoping to learn to pilot airplanes instead of
designing them. However, when her mother learned that she was also
having an affair with one of the pilots, Chapelle was forced to live in
Florida with her grandparents.
Eventually, she moved to New York, and met her future husband,
Tony Chapelle, and began working as a photographer sponsored by
Trans World Airlines. She eventually became a professional, and
later, after fifteen years of marriage, divorced Tony, and changed her
first name to Dickey.

Breakthrough
Despite her mediocre photographic credentials, during World
War II Chapelle managed to become a war correspondent photojournalist for National Geographic, and with one of her first assignments,
was posted with the Marines during the battle of Iwo Jima. She covered the battle of Okinawa as well.
After the war, she traveled all around the world, often going to
extraordinary lengths to cover a story in any war zone. During the
Hungarian Revolution of 1956, Chapelle was captured and jailed for
over seven weeks. She later learned to jump with paratroopers, and
usually travelled with troops. This led to frequent awards, and earned
the respect of both the military and journalistic community. Chapelle
was a tiny woman known for her refusal to kowtow to authority and
her signature uniform: fatigues, an Australian bush hat, dramatic
Harlequin glasses, and pearl earrings.

Later life
Despite early support for Fidel Castro, Dickey was an outspoken
anti-Communist, and loudly expressed these views at the beginning
of the Vietnam War. Her stories in the early 1960s extolled the
American military advisors who were already fighting and dying in
South Vietnam, and the Sea Swallows, the anticommunist militia led
by Father Nguyen Lac Hoa. Chapelle was killed in Vietnam on November 4, 1965, when on patrol with a Marine platoon, the lieutenant
in front of her kicked a tripwire boobytrap, consisting of a mortar
shell with a hand grenade attached to the top of it. Chapelle was hit in
the neck by a piece of shrapnel and died soon after. Her last moments
were captured in a photograph by Henri Huet. Her body was repatriated with an honor guard consisting of six Marines and she was given
full Marine burial. She became the first female war correspondent to
be killed in Vietnam, as well as the first American female reporter to
be killed in action.

What is Pogey Bait?
Better yet…..what (who) is a Pogue...?
One source explains that the Marines in China before WW
II were issued candy (Baby Ruths, Tootsie Rolls, etc.) as part
of their ration supplements. At the time, sugar and other assorted sweets were rare commodities in China and much in
demand by the Chinese, so the troops found the candy useful
for barter in town. The Chinese word for prostitute, roughly
translated, is “pogey”. Thus, Marines, being Marines, candy
became “Pogey Bait”.
But wait!.....you say…...why did (they still do) some Marines call others “pogues”. A new approach is necessary to
explain the linguistic source for the term. Wikipedia says
“Due to having lost contact with its linguistic source, the modern military vernacular has turned “pogue” into a retronym/
bacronym. ‘Pogue’ is now described as the pronunciation of
the acronym POG, or Person Other than Grunt, or Posted On
Garrison. It is also acronymed out to ‘Person On Ground with
Unused Equipment’ (Hence the spelling).
Further research uncovers the following: Another source to
which the term is attributed is the Gaelic and Irish language
phrase “pog mo thoin” pronounced [pog muh hon] (literally
‘kiss my arse’), applied to sycophants suck-ups and others engaging in practices commonly viewed by their peers to be beneath the expected degree of military bearing.
The Coup de grace for any further discussion may be found
here. Pogue (various spellings) comes from the term “Pogey–
bait”. In the days of the British empire, many of the sailors
aboard British naval vessels were Gaelic speakers from Ireland
or Scotland. When these sailors arrived at various ports, they
would purchase bags of candy to give to girls as “kiss bait”,
but using the Gaelic word for kiss, “pog”. Which can sound
like “pogey” in some accents. Over time, the original reason
for the term was not passed on, and soldiers would reason that
if candy or other junk food was used to catch a “pogue” then it
stood to good reason that a “pogue” must be a fat lazy person.
Beaucoup thanks to Major Bob Farmer USMC (Ret) for
inspiration and to Wikipedia, the Urban Dictionary and Webster’s Collegiate for being there when they were needed.
Sort it out, take your pick. As for me…...this pogue is off
the the PX to get a sack of pogey-bait and wait for liberty call.
HU

Awards
Overseas Press Club’s George Polk Award for best reporting in any
medium, requiring exceptional courage and enterprise abroad .
National Press Photographers Association 1963 “Photograph of the
Year” award for her photograph of a combat-ready Marine in
Vietnam.
Distinguished Service Award, presented by the U. S. Marine
Corps Combat Correspondent’s Association.
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This painful image by Photographer Henri Huet has been
called poignant. The term vastly understates the immense grief
that it provokes for Marines who came into contact with Dickey
in the field. She was one with us.
It is noteworthy that On February 10, 1971, during South
Vietnam's invasion of southern Laos, known as Operation Lam
Son 719, Huet and three other photojournalists, joined the operation commander, Lt Gen Hoang Xuan Lam, on a helicopter inspection tour of the battlefront. The pilots of the South Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) UH-1 Huey carrying the photojournalists
lost their way and flew into the most heavily defended area of the
Ho Chi Minh trail, where it and a second chopper were shot down
by hidden North Vietnamese 37mm anti-aircraft guns, killing all
11 on the photographers' aircraft and four on the other.

While Dickey was in the
field with Recon Company
she asked for no favor or special consideration because she
was a woman. She insisted
that she be allowed to take
care of herself and acquitted
herself like the veteran that
she was. From all outward
appearance she was one of us
during the exercise.
She
talked the talk and walked the
walk of a salty Marine as
well.
Detroit News Newspaper 4 Nov 1965

Dickey’s remains were returned to
the U. S., cremated and buried at Forest
Home Cemetery, Milwaukee, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin. Her body was repatriated with an honor guard consisting of
six Marines and she was given full Marine burial.
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By Special Arrangement with Dale L. Turner, Master of BS
It has been said that history, properly interpreted, provides both edification and encouragement to those who seek a better future. We are privileged, therefore, to present the definitive account of the origin of the Internationally Famous Bodfish Chapter of the First Marine Division Association for the edification and encouragement of Bodfish fry and others from
the shallow end of the Bodfish pool. It is our sincere hope that they may hereby begin to see their potential for greatness.
“When the legends die, the dreams end; there is no more greatness.”
-Tecumseh of the Shawnees-

THE LEGEND OF GEORGE HOMER BODFISH
In the late 1850’s, the Kern River Mines Company
brought George Bodfish along with other miners to the
Sageland area of Kern County not far from Bakersfield ,CA. For the next several years George Bodfish
worked the gold mines and became one of the most
liked and respected miners in the camp.
From this point on I’ll refer to George Homer Bodfish simply as “GHB”. Legend has it that before becoming a miner GHB had served in her Majesty's Navy and
later in the US Navy. Legend has it that GHB had purchased a parrot and had taken his new found fowl
friend aboard every naval vessel he served on and after his sailing days he brought the parrot with him into
the mining world. I guess the many hours spent in the
hole of the ships conditioned him well for the mining
job. Well anyway, when GHB’s remains where found in
2002 it was evident that he had a Naval connection
and a pet parrot . The discovery of his remains is a
story in itself. For those of you attending the reunion
Sir Squidward will have a video of the day the remains
of GHB were found along with a video of the Memorial
service held in Brennan Island, CA in 2002.
As I said earlier, GHB was loved and respected by
all those who knew him. It just seemed that GHB
brought good luck, good tidings, health and good old
fun (Joviality) to all who associated with him, (A True
Bodfish Principle). He could always be seen with his
best friend, the parrot, upon his shoulder bringing
smiles to young and old alike. At the age of forty eight
GHB suddenly passed away.
No body really knows what the cause of his death
was but the citizens of the mining camp were shocked,
upset and heartbroken. Sadly within hours of his passing his pet parrot also died. Many believe it died of a
broken heart. They just could not imagine life in the
Camp without GHB and his pet fowl.
In tribute to GHB they buried him in the center of
the camp along with his parrot and named the mining
camp “Bodfish”.
Within weeks of his passing a distant relative
claiming to be his long lost British Aunt telegrammed
the Kern River Mining Company advising them she was
coming to claim the body. The Bodfishers got wind
that she was coming to take their beloved GHB back to

England. Many of the Bodfishers gathered to discuss
how they could stop the Aunt from taking their beloved
GHB from them. All felt that all their luck and all the
good things GHB brought to them would be lost forever if GHB was taken away. They truly believed that his
sprit continued to bring all that is good and would continue to do so just as long as he rested near them. In
the still of the night just a day before the arrival of the
British Aunt GHB’s remains disappeared. It is believed
his body and parrot were hidden at a secret spot in
Sageland not far from Bodfish. The Aunt was outraged
and for the next several years paid Pinkerton detectives, from the comfort of her British Isle Estate, to
locate her nephews remains. Finally in 1905 the Aunt
passed way at the ripe old age of 114 and the funding
for the search was halted. Legend has it that the local
Indians, Kawhsu Tribe, played a big role in hiding GHB
remains.
They too found GHB a very special man and also
believed he brought good fortune to them. They were
particularly intrigued with the pet parrot he carried on
his shoulder and felt the parrot brought powerful medicine. Some say that the Medicine Man helped to stuff
the parrot so that it would go into the after life in the
same image as on earth. Kawhsu legend has it that
the spirit of GHB was seen by tribal hunters ascending
into the ground where Lake Isabella now sits. Many
Indians today speak of the legendary GHB and his parrot.
The Kawhsu tell a tale of a mysterious fish with
small horns a top its head that now lives in the depths
of Lake Isabella . They call this fish “Bodfish” and believe it is the spirit of GHB.
Many years ago a group of WWII Marines went to
Lake Isabella to do some fishing. Among them was
John B. Loomis and Howard Bales. Now Bales has a
Bodfish connection, he grew up in the area. That night
they were sitting around the fire and they still had
their fishing poles in the water. They were contemplating starting a Chapter of the 1st Marine Division Association. Of course they could not decide what to call
the Chapter. Suddenly Bales pole dipped and bent all
the way to the ground (His fishing pole). He jumped
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(The Legend continues on page 8)

THE LEGEND

(Continued from page 7)

up grabbed his pole and the fight was on. For the better part of twenty minutes, or an hour depending on
who’s telling the story and how much libations have
been consumed, Bales fought to reel the mighty fish
in.
As they began to pull the fish from the water they
noticed two strange protrusions on the head of the
fish, they looked like horns, they were horns! The fish
was a translucent gold and crimson color and the bottom fin looked very strange, it was reversed. Then
suddenly came a swell from the waters depths and the
largest horned fish ever seen (30+ lbs) jumped from
the water and hit the line snapping it and freeing the
littler fish. As suddenly as it started it was over.
Camped near by were several Native Americans,
Kawhsu Elders, who witnessed this amazing event. The
Kawhsu elders approached them and looking at Bales
said, “You have touched the great spirit of Bodfish”.
They then told the Marines the story of GHB and his
special powers. They also shared with them the secrets
of the “Trilobite” a secret now passed on to all Bodfish
Past Presidents. The Kawhsu elders believing Bales
was now empowered by the Bodfish spirit called out
his name together, “Howard “Bodfish” Bales”
They had found a name for the Chapter. The Bodfish Chapter was born and Chartered in July 1978.
Well, back to the old Bodfish Camp. The Bodfish Camp
continued to grow and in 1892 the town was chartered, a US Post Office opened and Bodfish became an
official town.
Today little remains of the old town of Bodfish.
However, the spirit of GHB and the old town of Bodfish
comes alive every February during Presidents weekend
at Tar Spring Ranch in Arroyo Grande, California.
There as guests of John and Lindy Loomis we all sit
around in an old western town atmosphere and share
libations and tales of the Corps and our Association
and bring alive once again the spirit of GHB and all
Bodfishers.
Bodfish Forever and Semper FiMac!
Written by Dale Turner Bodfish Past President “BS’er At Large”.

Lake Isabella California (From Eagle Point)

For first-hand straight skinny about the
World Famous Bodfish Chapter
of the
First Marine Division Association
directly from the shaky hands of the Masters,
highlight this link, hold down control and click.
www.1stmarinedivisionassociationla.org/bodfish.asp

"M[rin_s [r_ [\out th_ most p_]uli[r \r__^
of hum[n \_ings I h[v_ _v_r witn_ss_^.
Th_y tr_[t th_ir s_rvi]_ [s if it w_r_
som_ kin^ of ]ult, pl[st_ring th_ir _m\l_m on
[lmost _v_rything th_y own, m[king th_ms_lv_s
up to look lik_ ins[n_ f[n[ti]s with h[ir]uts
to ung_ntl_m[nly l_ngths, worshipping th_ir
Comm[n^[nt [lmost [s if h_ w_r_ [ go^, [n^
m[king w_ir^ [nim[l nois_s lik_ [ \[n^ of s[v[g_s.
Th_y'll fight lik_ r[\i^ ^ogs [t th_ ^rop
of [ h[t just for th_ s[k_ of [ littl_ []tion,
[n^ [r_ th_ ]o]ki_st sons of \it]h_s I h[v_ _v_r known.
Most h[v_ th_ foul_st mouths [n^ ^rink
w_ll \_yon^ m[n's norm[l limits, \ut th_ir high
spirits [n^ s_ns_ of \roth_rhoo^ s_t th_m
[p[rt [n^, g_n_r[lly sp_[king, th_ Unit_^
St[t_s M[rin_s I'v_ ]om_ in ]ont[]t with [r_
th_ most prof_ssion[l sol^i_rs [n^ th_ fin_st
m_n I h[v_ _v_r h[^ th_ pl_[sur_ to m__t."
--An Anonymous Canadian Citizen--

Bodfish California ca 2010
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LO, ALL YE MISERABLE SINNERS, ENTERING THROUGH THE GATES OF RECRUITING OFFICES
INTO THE LAND OF FOREST GREEN WITH YELLOW MARKINGS.
HEARKEN TO MY WORDS: FOR I HAVE DWELT IN THIS LAND FOR MANY MONTHS AND
MINE EYES HAVE WITNESSED ALL MANNER OF FOLLY AND WOE!
VERILY HAVE I TASTED THE BITTER FRUIT OF T S AND DRAINED THE DREGS OF THE CUP OF SNAFU:
GIRD UP THY LOINS, MY SON, AND TAKE UP THE FOREST GREEN; BUT ACT SLOWLY AND WITH EXCEEDING CARE
AND HEARKEN TO THE COUNSEL OF A WISER AND SADDER MAN THAN THOU:
BEWARE THOU THE SERGEANT WHO IS CALLED “GUNNY”; HE HATH A PLEASED AND FOOLISH LOOK BUT HE
CONCEALETH A SERPENT IN HIS HEART. AVOID HIM WHEN HE SPEAKETH LOW AND HIS LIPS SMILETH; HE SMILETH NOT FOR THEE; HIS HEART REJOICETH AT THE SIGHT OF THY YOUTH AND THY IGNORANCE.
HE WILL SMILE AND SMILE AND WORK ALL MANNER OF EVIL AGAINST THEE.
A WISE MAN SHUNS THE COMPANY OFFICE, BUT THE FOOL SHALL DWELL IN THE MESS HALL FOREVER.
UNTO ALL THINGS THERE IS A TIME: THERE IS A TIME TO SPEAK AND A TIME TO BE SILENT;
BE THOU LIKE UNTO STONE IN THE PRESENCE OF THY SUPERIORS, AND KEEP THY TONGUE
STILL WHEN THEY SHALL CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS.
THE WISE MAN SEARCHETH OUT THE EASY DETAILS, BUT ONLY THE FOOL STICKETH OUT HIS NECK.
LOOK THOU WITH DISFAVOR UPON THE NEWLY MADE CORPORAL; HE PRIZETH MUCH HIS STRIPES AND IS
PROUD AND FOOLISH; HE LAUGHETH AND JOKETH MUCH WITH THE OLDER NONCOMS AND LOOKETH UPON
THE PRIVATE WITH A FROWN. HE WOULD FAIN GOETH OCS, BUT ALAS, HE IS NOT QUALIFIED.
KNOW THOU THAT THE SERGEANT OF THE MESS IS A MAN OF MANY MOODS: WHEN HE LOOKETH PLEASED AND
HIS WORDS ARE LIKE HONEY. THE WISE MAN SEEKETH HIM OUT AND PRAISETH HIS CHOW AND LAUGHETH
MUCH AT HIS JESTS.BUT WHEN HE MOVETH WITH GREAT HASTE AND THE SWEAT STANDETH ON HIS BROW
AND HE CURSETH UNDER HIS BREATH, MAKE THYSELF SCARCE; FOR HE WILL FALL LIKE A WHIRLWIND UPON
THE IDLE AND THE GOLDBRICKS SHALL KNOW HIS WRATH.
THE SUPPLY SERGEANT IS A LAZY MAN AND WORKETH NOT; BUT HE IS THE KEEPER OF MANY GOOD
THINGS; IF THOU WOULDST WEAR WELL FITTING RAIMENT AND AVOID THE STATEMENT OF CHARGES,
MAKE HIM THY FRIEND. HE PRIZETH DRUNKENNESS ABOVE ALL OTHER THINGS. HE CARETH NOT FOR PRAISE
OF FLATTERY, BUT LEND HIM THY CAR AND GIVE HIM THY LIQUOR AND HE WILL LOVE THEE.
HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE A SHAVETAIL SCORNED, HE WALKETH WITH A SWAGGER AND REGARDETH
THE ENLISTED MAN WITH A RAISED EYEBROW; HE LOOKETH UPON HIS BARS WITH EXCEEDING PLEASURE AND
LOVETH THE SALUTE MIGHTILY. ACT THOU LOWLY UNTO HIM AND CALL HIM SIRE AND HE WILL LOVE THEE.
DAMNED BE HE WHO STANDETH IN THE CHOW LINE AND SHORT STOPPETH THY BREAD AND DESSERT HE
TAKETH FROM THE MEAT DISH WITH A HEAVY HAND AND LEAVETH THEE WITH THE BONY PART. HE IS
THRICE CURSED, AND ALL PEOPLE, EVEN UNTO THE PFC’S, WILL REVILE HIM AND SPIT UPON HIM; FOR HIS
NAME IS CALLED CHOW HOUND, AND HE IS AN ABOMINATION.
KNOW THOU THE BIG TIME OPERATOR, BUT TRUST HIM NOT; HE WORKETH ALWAYS UPON A BIG DEAL AND
SPEAKETH CONFIDENTIALLY. HE KNOWETH MANY WOMEN AND GOETH INTO TOWN
EVERY NIGHT; HE BORROWETH ALL THY MONEY AND FAILETH TO REPAY THEE.
HE PROMISETH TO FIX THEE UP, AND DOETH IT, BUT GOOD!
ABOVE ALL, MY SON, BEWARE OF THE OLD MAN, FOR HE WILL MAKE THEE SWEAT;
WHEN HE APPROACHETH LOOK THOU UPON THE BALL; HE LOVETH TO CHEW UPON THY POSTERIOR.
KEEP THOU OUT OF HIS SIGHT AND LET HIM NOT KNOW THEE BY NAME; FOR HE WHO AROUSETH THE WRATH
OF THE OLD MAN SHALL GO MANY TIMES UNTO THE CHAPLAIN.
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While we’re reflecting
on the past let us remember that Christmas
is a day set aside to
commemorate the birth
of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth over two
thousand years ago.

A veteran is someone who, at one
point in their life, wrote a blank
check made payable to
'The United States of America '
for an amount of
'up to and including their life.'
That is Honor, and there are way
too many people in America who
no longer understand Honor!

AS RECORDED BY NANCI GRIFFITH

Oh, she was high up there in the air,
Caught still by a soldier's stare.
Whenever it was men amongst men down upon the land.
And she followed those mother's sons;
She felt the thunder of their guns.
From a pearl's eye view, just a camera in her hand.
She was born Georgette but the name didn't suit her well.
So, she blew out of Wisconsin as Dickey Chapelle.
Oh, she flew with a pilot's pride,
The first witness to either side.
She carried relief to the lost ones between the bombs.
And we saw it all through her lens,
Well, she knew she'd go back again
When the call rang out once more from Vietnam.
She's been through this before, she'll tell ya war is hell
Her pearl ear-rings caught the light on Dickey Chapelle.
Oh, that's the way it was,
She was the only one to tell,
In 1962,
She blew the whistle loud and clear.
An' now we trace her wings,
In her footsteps without fear,
To the front lines where she fell.
Where she lies still,
But she's still there.
Instrumental break.
It was 1965,
Over Chu Lai in a free fall dive,
In a dawn patrol to cover the dead zone ground.
She tiptoed through the land mines,
All along the enemy lines,
But she never saw the one that took her down.
Now she captured the bloody pearls of war so well,
That war was bound to steal the end of Dickey Chapelle.
(From a pearl's eye view.)
Of Dickey Chapelle. (From a pearl's eye view.)
Of Dickey Chapelle. (From a pearl's eye view.)
Dickey Chapelle.
Written by Nanci Griffith and Maura Kennedy.

DROP AND GIVE ME TEN !........NO

!!..NO!!...MAKE THAT 20,

FUZZY MEATHEADS !!
(What a miserable gaggle of malcontented, non-compliant wooses ! )
Deliver me, Chesty !! (Wherever you are) (…….Sir !!)
Are they what they called re-cyclables in D.I. School ?
Will this nightmare never cease ?

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are not
the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are to be
considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model releases
have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. This publication claims no endorsement from any government
agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy,
Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco or the Pepsi-Cola Company.

I just might take that GEICO TV commercial offer and let these girls continue their sleep-over.
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